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BHS 302

  $17 075.20  

Standard model:
(Endermology and Dermoleds)

With all options:
( Endermology, Dermoleds, Microdermabrasion, Virtual Mesotherapy, Ultra sound)
BODY HEALTH´S Research and Development department has developed an innovative machine: BHS 302,
the perfect combination of technology, unique and elegant design and functionalism.

Five excellent therapies can be applied.Such therapies have been thoroughly studied to bring about the best
results:
Corporal and Facial DERMO HEALTH , a vacuum therapy that uses a high-revolution axial turbine which
produces a continuous suction at a constant flow. It prevents the skin and tissues from being damaged; thus,
better results are achieved in fewer sessions.
Virtual Meso Therapy with applicators exclusively designed for the face and body (Roll One and Roll Five),
highly effective to apply Dermoporation® (transdermic substances are used to treat different disorders).

Ultrasound System therapy with applicators of 1 MHZ and 3 MHZ.    A maximum power of 3.5 Watt/cm2 is
obtained due to the use of barium titanate disks.
Dermoleds  of 5 and 8 L.E.D., which stimulate the regeneration of collagen and elastin fibres.

Microdermabrasion with exclusive Diamond Sticks®- disposable diamond ends- which preserve the abrasion
properties in each new treatment.
DERMO HEALTH  and Dermoleds ® treatments can be applied with this elegant, sober and simple
equipment, in its standard version;the kits specially developed for Mesotherapy without needles,Ultrasound
and  Microdermabrasion can be easily incorporated.
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Microdermabrasion with exclusive Diamond Sticks®- disposable diamond ends- which preserve the abrasion
properties in each new treatment.
DERMO HEALTH  and Dermoleds ® treatments can be applied with this elegant, sober and simple
equipment, in its standard version;the kits specially developed for Mesotherapy without needles,Ultrasound
and  Microdermabrasion can be easily incorporated.
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results:
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produces a continuous suction at a constant flow. It prevents the skin and tissues from being damaged; thus,
better results are achieved in fewer sessions.
Virtual Meso Therapy with applicators exclusively designed for the face and body (Roll One and Roll Five),
highly effective to apply Dermoporation® (transdermic substances are used to treat different disorders).

Ultrasound System therapy with applicators of 1 MHZ and 3 MHZ.    A maximum power of 3.5 Watt/cm2 is
obtained due to the use of barium titanate disks.
Dermoleds  of 5 and 8 L.E.D., which stimulate the regeneration of collagen and elastin fibres.

Microdermabrasion with exclusive Diamond Sticks®- disposable diamond ends- which preserve the abrasion
properties in each new treatment.
DERMO HEALTH  and Dermoleds ® treatments can be applied with this elegant, sober and simple
equipment, in its standard version;the kits specially developed for Mesotherapy without needles,Ultrasound
and  Microdermabrasion can be easily incorporated.
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